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Needs Assessment Sets New HIGHLIGHTS.......
Training Directions
T he last two issues of the Exchange discussed the

Minnesota T2 training needs assessment con-
ducted recently and the potential training directions
of the Minnesota T2 Program. As we begin a new
program year for 1994, we wish to highlight how we
are responding to your input and comments from the
needs study.

TABLE 1: TEN HIGHEST TRAINING PRIORITIES

Professional Engineers
1. Tort liability

2. Work zone safety

3. Safety elements: design
4. Trai engineering
5. Bituminous materials
6. Geotextiles/fabrines
7. Pavement rehabilitationi
8. Accident analysis
9. Metric conversion
10.Erosion control/turf

4. Maintenance manage-
ment

5. Culvert installation/

6. Work zone safety

1. Clordway cnstruction/
inspection

8. Safety hardware

9. Erosion control/turf
establishment

l).Gravel road design

Technical Engineering Staff
1. Road construction/

mnspection
2. Erosion control/turf

establishment
3. Geometric design
4. Safety elements: design
5 Surveying
6. Materials/QC testing
7, Work zone safety
8. Bituminous materials
9. Metric codversion
10. Geotextiles/fabrics

Mai tena nce Operators
I. Snow/ice control
2. Gravel road maintenance
3 Roadside maintenanlce
4. Equipment maintenance

5. Culvert installation/
rehabilitation

6. Work zone safet
7. Maintenance manage-

ment
8. Road construction/

inspection
9. Traffic signs

10. Paved road maintenance

Result Highlights
The survey response included replies from 47 of 87

counties (54 percent), 28 of 118 cities (24 percent),
and 415 of 1791 townships (23 percent). Within each
agency, training needs were anticipated to vary--
particularly among different employee groups-
reflecting the various work roles as they relate to
road, street, and bridge maintenance. For this reason,
the survey questions and responses were separated
into four groups:

* Professional engineers
* Technical engineering staff
* Maintenance supervisors
* Maintenance operators

Table 1 ranks the ten highest training priorities for
each of the four groups. Although there are clear
differences in the training priorities of each, the
results indicate some overlap. For example, all four
top-ten lists include work zone safety, and three of
the four include erosion control/turf establishment.
Examining the two
engineering groups,
six of ten training
priorities were the
same. For the two
maintenance groups,
six of the top ten
priorities were also
the same.

Although these
findings indicate a
number of courses
needed by more than
one group, we should
not assume that their
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Adopt a Roadside:
America's Treeways Program

E xpansion of roads and highways
often uproots the trees and other
flora that visually enhance them.

Now there is a program that unites public
and private groups to restore and care for
trees along federal, state, county,
municipal, or township highways, as well
as adjacent public property.

The America's Treeways Program is
sponsored by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) with the support
of a number of other governmental and
private agencies and organizations. In
Minnesota the program works as follows:
a local volunteer organization contacts
the Mn/DOT Office of Environmental
Services to indicate interest in program
participation. Mn/DOT sends the group
an information packet, including tree
availability and planting criteria. The
applicant completes an order form,
compiles a general site map of the
planting locations, and obtains written
approval for the planting from the local
road authority. All these materials must
then be sent to Mn/DOT to gain approval
by the National Tree Trust, the main
organization sponsoring the donation of
the trees.

Once approval is granted, a forest
products company donates the seedlings
and the planting begins. After initial
planting the volunteer group is respon-
sible for maintaining the trees for a two-
year period. During this time Mn/DOT
continues to provide advisory support to
the group.

Last winter/spring 1993, the first year
of the program, six groups--consisting of

boy scout troops, university student
groups, and community organizations-
planted 1,755 seedlings. One Eagle
Scout candidate recently initiated and
coordinated a project on Highway 55 in
Plymouth which consisted of seven tree
varieties totalling 500 seedlings. The
Mn/DOT coordinator of the program,
Paul Walvatne, indicated his hope that
projects such as this will continue to
grow and that more groups will partici-
pate in beautifying Minnesota's road-
ways.

To obtain information about the
spring planting program, contact Paul
Walvatne, Mn/DOT Office of Environ-
mental Services, 3485 Hadley Ave. No.,
Oakdale, MN 55128-3307; phone (612)
779-5108.

-Kin Troedsson
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Our questions this issue concern

an exciting program of applied

research and technology transfer

conducted by Mn/DOT's Office of

Maintenance Operations Research.

Answers were supplied by Ken

Nelson and Lars Impola, with

further input by Paul Keranen and

Rodney Pletan.

Q
When and how did this program

start?

A
It started about three years ago, out

of a realization that we would have to
do more with less (more work, with
less money and staff).

Q
Where does the money come from?

A
From regular maintenance funds.

The Mn/DOT Area Maintenance
Engineers agreed to dedicate $750,000
per year toward the program (out of a
total maintenance budget of over $167
million).

Q
What is the program's purpose?

A
To fund innovative, applied research

in the following areas:
* Winter maintenance
* Summer maintenance
* Work zone safety
* Roads, bridges, facilities

Q
What are the program's goals?

A
Four main goals stand out: (1) to

better serve the public; (2) to better
protect the environment; (3) to better

protect our workers; and (4) to do
things at the lowest possible cost
without sacrificing the first three goals.

Q
To give us a flavor of the program,

what are some examples of research
going on or being considered?

A
Two of the projects described on the

next page-the zero velocity spreader

and the culvert deicer-are good
examples of our current work. The
wheeled dolly and rolling cart are
typical of our "skunkworks" subpro-
gram, in which $50,000 per year is
allotted to develop and implement
small, innovative ideas which may
spontaneously occur to maintenance
workers.

We will also be testing the effective-
ness of several Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP) products.
the flashing stop/slow paddle (see page
4), portable speed bump, and infrared
work zone penetration alarm.

In the area of summer maintenance,
we have field-tested a gravel shoulder

restorer (disc) for reclaiming gravel
from shoulder slopes and ditch
bottoms. The material can then be
pulverized, if needed, and respread on
the shoulder (or roadway).

Q
Who selects these projects?

Research proposals are first submit-
ted to the Maintenance Operations
Research Engineer (MORE), who has
authority to approve up to $12,000 in
funding for any one project, to an
aggregate total of $75,000 for each
fiscal year. The MORE submits all
projects in excess of $12,000 to an
eight-member Project Selection
Committee. This committee considers
such projects and makes funding
recommendations to the 16-member
New Technology Committee. Both
committees are structured to represent
a wide range of Mn/DOT districts and
functional areas.

What activities are under way to
keep local and county officials
informed of new developments?

A
Currently we publish Maintenance

Research, a one-page newsletter that is
part of Mn/DOT's Technology Re-

search and Knowledge (TRAK) series.
It is available by calling Jan Ekern,

(612) 297-7509.

Q
Where do you go from here?

A
Into the twenty-first century. A

sample of projects we are considering
will give some idea of the challenges
ahead:

* Automatic bridge deicing
* Heated bridge decks
* Road weather forecasting systems

and thermal mapping
* Bioremediation of polluted soils
* Salt brine mixing and application

systems
* Truck ergonomics
* Improved snowplow visibility
* Microsurfacing and slurry seal

patching

We anticipate no abatement in the
need to do more as efficiently as
possible.

I.-
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Maintenance Research
from page 1

workers to operate a loader to chain-lift the
wing for removal from the truck.

The Owatonna shop devised the large
rolling cart to carry sander boxes. One
worker can roll a box to a truck and install
it, halving the number of persons required
for the job. The cart has screw jacks to
raise or lower either end to match the truck
position.

Eight-Foot Snow
Fence

Snow fence is a vital weapon for fighting
snow drift and resulting poor visibility,
especially in outlying areas. The standard
four-foot-high snow fence is often
ineffective, with limited snow capacity and

ounts. ability to reduce wind currents.
During the 1993-94 winter season

Maintenance Operations is testing an
experimental fence modeled after the
SHRP "Wyoming" snow fence. The eight-
foot-high fence is being placed in two
locations. Along Highway 14 in Springfield,
the 528-foot-long fence will be evaluated
for its effectiveness in reducing drifting and
improving visibility on the highway. Other
issues, such as retained surface water with
trapped snow and delayed field work, will
also be observed. The same fence type
was tested last winter at this same location;
however, snow conditions at the site were
not ideal for adequate testing.

The second test is at a rest area off
Highway 1-90 in Clear Lake, and will
evaluate the fence's ability to contain snow
from the parking area, thereby reducing
needed snowplow time.

tions.

Solar-Powered
Culvert Deicer

During the winter months frozen
culverts can be an annoying problem. The
difficulty occurs in spots where water flows
continuously from a higher elevation on
one side of a roadway (often from a
spring) to the opposite side. Because the
culvert interior is shaded, its air
temperature is lower than that outside; this
can cause the flowing water to freeze,
plugging the culvert with ice and in some
cases directing the backed-up water onto
the roadway.

Mn/DOT's Morris Maintenance Area
8 is testing an experimental deicing device
Sthat uses heat from the sun's rays to keep
i such water from freezing. The

experiment, in a series of culverts on
Trunk Highway 28 near Browns Valley in

Traverse County, is one of the first of its kind in the
nation. Herb Nelson, head of the project, hopes that
the device will successfully replace the usual process
in which portable boiler units melt the plugged ice by
forcing hot steam into the culvert. The problem with the
old method is that after the ice melts it simply freezes
again-sometimes within days-and maintenance
workers must make another trip to repeat the melting
process.

The new solar deicer should reduce these
maintenance trips because it is a permanent fixture
providing a continuous source of heat. Solar panels,
placed along the roadside over the culvert, warm a
wood-grain alcohol and water solution. This solution
circulates through copper pipes that trail from the
panels into the culvert and back again, thus keeping
the ice melted continuously. The liquid circulates
without the aid of a pump, so no electricity is needed.
Also, since the deicer is a closed system, it is
environmentally friendly.

For more information on any of these products,
contact Paul Keranen, Mn/DOT maintenance
operations research engineer, (612) 282-2281.

[The Exchange would like to thank the following Mn/
DOT staff for helping compile this article: Jan Ekern,
Lars Impola, Paul Keranen, Herb Nelson, Ken Nelson,
and Duane Pingeon.]

velocity spreaders use air flow to dispense deicers in precise amr

foot-high snow fence is being evaluated at two Minnesota loca
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r culvert deicer provides a continuous source of heat.

Truck stations in the St. Cloud area were the first to
experiment with liquid/solid combinations, but the
practice is catching on. Testing last winter showed a
reduction of salt use between 10 and 20 percent at
two metro-area test sites, when the liquids were
applied at the spinner. In 1993-94 every Mn/DOT
district will be doing some prewetting, including four
test areas in the Twin Cities metro area. Salt brine
will be the most common prewet agent, but at colder
temperatures most areas will use chemicals such as
magnesium chloride or calcium chloride.

Dolly and Rolling Cart
A more basic concern for snowplow operators is

preparing their equipment for action. In two of
Maintenance Operation's smaller "skunkworks"
projects, staff developed a wheeled dolly and a rolling
cart to streamline loading and installation. Both items
can be assembled easily using local materials and
suppliers.

The Sauk Center maintenance shop created the
special dolly to ease the job of installing and
dismounting snowplow wings from the trucks.
Supported by small caster wheels, the dolly is rolled
under a wing, which is then lowered onto the dolly to
be disconnected from the truck. One person can
perform this process. The usual method requires two

Zero Velocity
Spreaders

Snowplow operators in St. Cloud, Morris,
and Duluth are trying out a new type of
spreader for applying sand and salt. The
new system uses air flow to dispense liquid
and/or dry deicers in very precise amounts
over large areas.

The purpose of the experimental
equipment is to find a way to reduce the
amount of salt used for snow and ice control.
Air flow technology can apply chemicals in a
continuous controlled pattern-a big
improvement over gravity fed spreaders now
in use.

If successful, the spreader promises
greater safety for operators because
chemicals could be applied at higher speeds, Zero
especially important on rural highways and
interstates. Deicers would be applied at "zero
velocity," which means the material would be
blown onto the roadway in one direction at
approximately the same speed the truck is
moving in the other direction. This results in
the material being laid down in a controlled
and accurate pattern.

Built by a Minnesota company, the
prototype spreader expands the proven
technology of fertilizer sprayers used by
farmers. If successful, snowplow operators
could use the sprayer to prewet solids as they
are propelled from the truck. The equipment
could also be used to spray straight liquids, a
method commonly used in other cold climate
countries.

The first spreader was tested in St. Cloud in
1992-93. The concept seemed to work well,
according to Paul Keranen, maintenance
research engineer, St. Paul. The district Eight-4

0resortlii30 to 40 percent reduction in
sand/salt use at speeds under 35 mph.
Additional tests and modifications are still
needed for satisfactory results at higher
speeds.

A total of four trucks will be in use in 1993-
94: one each in Morris and Duluth, plus two
in St. Cloud. As development continues,
refinements will be made and evaluated,.

A second spreader system to achieve this
same zero net velocity iS being developed by
the Ohio Department of Transportation and a
private firm. Tests of this equipment,
consisting principally of a rotating belt,
indicate that the salt/sand is deposited in an
approximate one-foot width, even at higher
vehicular speeds. Mn/DOT has acquired one
of these machines for testing and evaluation
this winter.

Prewetting Salt/Sand Asola,

Snowbelt states face the same problem
every winter: how to get dry sand/salt to stay on the
road where it belongs.

One promising method is prewetting-wetting down
the sand/salt mixture before it is spread on the
highway. Experiments so far indicate two primary
benefits of prewetting: it may help dry material stick
to the road better, and it adds moisture so that salt
can start to work more quickly. It also has potential
for recycling water that already contains salt, such as
stockpile runoff, truck washwater, stormwater from
holding ponds, or waste water from municipal water
softening plants.
In most prewetting cases, the dry material is

sprayed with a liquid deicer in the auger or as it
comes out of the spinner. The liquid could be a
commercial chemical made of magnesium or calcium
chloride, or it could be a sodium chloride brine
produced on site. The process requires special
equipment, including truck-mounted tanks and hoses
for gravity systems, plus pumps for electrical or
hydraulic systems. Electrical systems have the most
promise because they cost less, provide consistent
liquid flow, mix better at the auger, and have the
potential to accommodate other attachments such as
signal or sign washers. The current trend in
prewetting equipment is toward simple systems that
can endure tough on-the-road conditions.

I Winte 1994 ol. 2,No. 1



Flashing Paddle Gets Drivers' Attention
A new flashing stop/slow paddle the state of Washington have reached

developed through SHRP helps the market. Both use flashing strobe
flaggers draw the attention of lights rather than halogen lights and

approaching drivers, making work disposable D-cell batteries. One
zones safer for maintenance workers. version uses a single strobe light at the
The hand-held sign is especially helpful base of the sign, and retails for about
in short-term work zones lacking $95. Its batteries last about 32 hours.
barriers to prevent cars and trucks from The second model has two strobe lights
crashing into the work area. The paddle horizontally aligned on the paddle face
is one of the most popular products to and visible from both sides of the sign.
emerge from SHRP research, and is It sells for about $175.
already being used in many states, The FHWA still considers the
including Minnesota. flashing stop/slow paddle to be

The original SHRP design has two experimental, and has issued guidelines
high-intensity, quartz halogen lamps for evaluating the overall performance
that drivers can see from as far as 1,000 of the device. Local highway agencies

feet away. If cars don't appear to be interested in FHWA funding for in-
slowing, the flagger operates the lights service testing and evaluation should
by pressing a button on the side of the contact Henry Grothaus of the FHWA's
paddle pole. The lights flash alternately $ Minneapolis division office, (612) 290-
ten times, and then the sign automati- 3234
cally resets. Ten rechargeable D-cell The FHWA is also helping states
batteries in the handle of the paddle SHRP's flashing stop/slow paddle makes work zones safer for maintenance workers. purchase other SHRP work zone safety

provide all the needed power. The products, including a portable rumble
batteries last about a day-or 200 visible to drivers, but also results in conflict due to sudden braking actions. strip, directional indicator barricade,
flashes-before requiring recharging. quicker reactions and earlier braking. Mn/DOT's Maintenance Research all-terrain sign stand, and opposing
The sign paddle retails for about $400. The Texas Department of Operations Division has purchased traffic lane divider. The Exchange will

The paddle is larger than the standard Transportation's San Antonio and eight paddles for testing. Two have keep you informed of these and other
paddle: 24 by 24 inches, rather than 18 Austin districts participated in the been distributed to the Morris, St. product developments. (Also see the
by 18. It is mounted on a five-foot staff field tests. They used the new device Cloud, and Rochester districts, with the Publications and Videos section on
so the flagger's arm is not fatigued by in routine daily maintenance situations final two going to night maintenance page 6 for a sampling of recent SHRP
the extra weight. for up to two months with excellent personnel in the Twin Cities metro products.)

SHRP-sponsored closed-track and results. Both districts reported that area. [Source: SHRP Product Alert 8, July
open-road tests of the new paddle cars reduced their approach speeds Recently two alternative paddle 1993: 1-2; SHRP Focus, Oct. 1993]
indicate that the sign not only is more significantly without increasing traffic designs developed by manufacturers in

What's New with Minnesota's Work Zone Safety Program
by Jon V. Jackels

The spring issue of the Exchange reported on Mn/ For more information on the videotapes or semi- * Public education efforts to improve work zone
DOT's comprehensive work zone traffic control nars, please call Warning Lites, (612) 521-4200. traffic safety

and safety program. One of the components of this
program is a Work Zone Safety Committee designed ATSSA Holds "How To" The $65 registration fee includes lunches and
to promote, monitor, evaluate, and improve the safety breaks for both days, as well as admission to all
of workers and motorists in and around work zones. Conference technical sessions and an exhibit hall with up to 35

A major initiative for the committee in 1994 is the The Northland Chapter of ATSSA is holding a displays and representatives from material and
development and implementation of a comprehensive "Northland How To" Work Zone Traffic Control equipment suppliers. Detailed registration information
work zone traffic control outreach program for local Conference on March 8-9 in the Fargo, N.D., Civic will be distributed this month.
road authorities, utilities, and contractors. Although Auditorium. Cosponsors are the departments of If you have any questions or do not receive registra-
full details are not yet complete, we do know that transportation and T2 centers of Minnesota, North tion information before January 31, please call Bruce
portions of the program will include partnerships with Dakota, and South Dakota, as well as the University Taralson, Traffic Safety Services, (701) 282-2110.
three organizations: Traffic Education and Consulting of Minnesota, North Dakota State University, and
Services (TECS); the Northland Chapter of the South Dakota State University. Minnesota T2 Plans
American Traffic Safety Services Association The conference is intended for field-level supervi-
(ATSSA); and Minnesota T2. sors and traffic control designers representing state Technical Assistance

and local road authorities, local and regional utilities, The Work Zone Safety Committee has asked

TECS Offers Videotapes, work zone traffic control and constructioncontractors, Minnesota T2 to participate in its efforts to develop a
consulting engineers, and manufacturers involved in comprehensive work zone traffic control and safety
the selection, inspection, installation, or maintenance initiative that will offer technical assistance to all local

Traffic Education and Consulting Services, a new of temporary work zone traffic controls. Participants road authorities. Details will be announced later this
division of Warning Lites of Minnesota, Inc., has been will gain a better understanding of: year.
formed to market a newly produced series of video-
tapes for traffic control on low-speed streets. The * The advantage of developing a comprehensive We Need Your Input
series, A Traffic Plan to Live By, is a common-sense work zone traffic control and safety scheme

Your ideas and comments are the key to theapproach to low-speed traffic control. The unique * Work zone traffic control standards and guide-
aspect of this training package is that it is being lines success of Minnesota's work zone traffic control and
developed without the use of public funds. * Available work zone traffic control technical safety efforts. Send your inquiries, ideas, or sugges-

The series will be made available to all local road training tions to:

authorities beginning in February 1994. TECS has * Proper use of work zone traffic control devices
also scheduled ten traffic control seminars in nine * Common work zone traffic control problem areas

cities around the state during February and March * Innovative, state-of-the-art work zone traffic Transportation Building, Room G-4
395 John Ireland Blvd., St. Paul, MN 55155(see calendar, page 8). control devices and techniques

I -m I
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LRRB Approves Research Projects

The Minnesota Local Road Research Board
(LRRB) sponsors a number of research
projects each year involving the construction

and maintenance of county and municipal streets and
highways. The board recently approved the follow-
ing projects for funding in 1994.

If you would like further information about
ongoing or completed LRRB-sponsored research,
please contact Ron Casellius, Mn/DOT research
programs coordinator, (612) 282-2268.

Effect of Salt Additives on Concrete
Degradation (Phase 2)

Paul Weiblen and Ji-Won Jang, Dept. of Geology

and Geophysics, Univ. of Minn.
Deterioration of bridge decks and parking ramps

due to the corrosive effect of deicing salts is a critical
transportation problem in Minnesota. This project
will determine the value, if any, of the many salt
substitutes and corrosion-inhibiting salt additives, as
well as the economic impact on governmental
budgets.

Minnesota Road Research Project (Mn/
ROAD)

Mn/DOT Univ. of Minn., others
A number of projects regarding Mn/ROAD site

development and research are being conducted
through the general Mn/ROAD support provided by
the LRRB. Topics include: frost susceptibility of
materials used at the site; field materials characteriza-

tion; pavement instrumentation and data analysis;
investigation of asphalt mixtures; software for
balancing dynamic sensors; software development of
a graphical user interface and database design; the
effect of vehicle and environmental loadings on
material properties; and investigation into chip seals
and aggregate surfacing for low-volume roads.

Statewide Pavement Management System
Mn/DOT LRRB 645 Subcommittee, Minnesota 7'2

ISTEA requires Minnesota to develop a statewide
pavement management system (PMS). This project
has several objectives, including: (1) determining the
present PMS capabilities of local agencies across the
state; (2) providing training on pavement manage-
ment concepts and operation of the statewide PMS to
local agencies; and (3) assisting local agencies in
evaluating pavement management needs and selecting
software and pavement evaluation techniques. To
support this effort, the LRRB allocated funds to its
research implementation subcommittee, Investigation
645, and to the Minnesota T2 Program, which will
collaborate with Mn/DOT 's Office of State Aid and
Office of Materials and Research in developing the
statewide system.

Environmental Monitoring of a Shredded Tire
Fill Site

Glenn Engstrom and Bruce Johnson, Mn/DOT
The increasing use of shredded scrap tires as a

lightweight fill material may have negative impacts

on the environment. The primary objective of this
research is to determine the environmental impacts
of shredded tire fill under actual field conditions.
The study will attempt to determine what potentially
harmful materials, if any, are leached from the tires.

Experimental Durable Pavement Markings
R.A. Kurpius, Mn/DOT
ISTEA requires the FHWA to establish a minimum

level of reflectivity to be maintained on all streets
and highways with pavement markings, and to
develop, place, and evaluate experimental durable
pavement markings nationwide. Mn/DOT is
participating in two related FHWA activities dealing
with pavement marking materials. This project will
have cities and/or counties develop, place, and
evaluate durable pavement markings on local roads
and streets.

Timber Bridge Inspection Program (Phase 2)
Robert Seavey and Timothy Larson, Dept. of Forest

Products, Univ. of Minn.
Due to the age of many wood bridges and the

heavier traffic they must now support, there is a need
to evaluate, upgrade, and widen these bridges. The
objectives of this project include (1) determining the
effectiveness of nondestructive testing methodolo-
gies as an early warning system for potential bridge
deterioration, and (2) developing an expert-system-
based program that can be used for training inspec-

Research Projects continued on page 6

ISTEA Fosters Coordination Between States, Indian Tribes
magine driving along a smoothly paved stretch of
highway only to be startled when the road abruptly

ends, turning into what seems like little more than an
extra-wide gravel pathway. This is what can some-
times happen when roadways meet the border of an
American Indian Reservation. If you continued on
that same bumpy roadway, you might even find that it
would pick up again in near-perfect condition on the
opposite side of the reservation.

The Intermodal Surface Transportation and
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) encourages the repair and
reconstruction of reservation roads which may have
been overlooked in the past. Prior to ISTEA, the
conditions of some reservation roads were ignored
due to insufficient funding for road repair, inadequate
federal direction to encourage state and local govern-
ments and Indian tribes to assume joint responsibility
for reservation roads, and the belief that Indian
reservations, as the land of sovereign governments,
were the sole responsibility of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA).

ISTEA helps to change this with a number of
specific measures.

State Planning Involvement
One significant provision of ISTEA is that it

requires tribal governments to develop a tribal
Transportation Improvement Plan in cooperation with
the BIA. States must incorporate this tribal TIP into
the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan
(STIP). This alone necessitates that states and local
highway agencies involve Indian tribes in the
planning process from the start and consider reserva-
tion transportation needs.

Increased IRR Funding
ISTEA significantly increases funding for Indian

Reservation Roads (IRR) under the Federal Lands
Highway Program of ISTEA, to $191 million for
fiscal years 1993-97. IRR roads are all public roads
located within, or providing access to, an Indian
reservation; however, the rights-of-way for each road
may be owned by the state, county, BIA, tribe, or
other federal agency. Which entity owns the right-of-
way for a road will determine the funding avenues

available for restoration
projects for that road.
The majority of IRR
funds will normally be
used for projects on
BIA or tribal-owned
roads. IRR funds,
however, can be used
for state, county, or
other federal agency
roads on the reserva-
tion.

Access to Other
ISTEA Programs

ISTEA provides that
Indian tribes will have
access to other federal
(non-IRR) funding
programs. Through
these funding sources
tribes should be able to
obtain money for repair
and reconstruction of The dedication of the Red L
state and county roads Reservation opens with a dr
running through federal trunk highway fund
reservation land. For
example, tribes may access on an equal basis with
states and municipalities funds from the Surface
Transportation Program, Safety and Enhancement
Program, Highway Bridge Replacement and Reha-
bilitation Program, and others. In some cases a
certain percentage of these program allocations have
been specifically set aside for tribal use. To obtain
funding from these sources, the tribes must work in
concert with the relevant state or county agency to
obtain priority status for the desired project.

Technical Assistance
To become incorporated into the planning and

funds-application process, Indian tribes require
technical and educational support. Recognizing this
need as well as the unique transportation needs of
tribal lands, ISTEA mandated that new technical
assistance centers be established specifically to aid

ake River Bridge over Trunk Highway 1 on the Red Lake
um song. The bridge is one of the first projects combining
s and IRR funds permissible under ISTEA.

Indian tribes in transportation-related areas. The four
new federally funded centers, located in Colorado,
Montana, Washington, and Michigan, engage in
numerous technology transfer activities similar to the
state LTAP centers.

Michigan's Tribal Technical Assistance Program in
Houghton, Mich., covers tribes in the eastern half of
the United States and the 15 tribes in Minnesota.
Besides publishing a newsletter, this center is
currently offering regional seminars to present
information regarding the processes by which tribes
can construct their reservation TIPs and obtain road
project funding under ISTEA.

To be added to their mailing list, write to: Tribal
Technical Assistance Program, Transportation T2

Center, Michigan Technological University, 1400
Townsend Dr., Houghton, MI, 49931-1295.

-Kim Troedsson
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MINNESOTA T2 & MN/DOT
LIBRARY

Newly released publications available through

Minnesota T2 and the Mn/DOT Library are

described below. For further information

contact Information Services, Mn/DOT, Room

B-23, Transportation Building, 385 John Ireland

Blvd., St. Paul, MN, 55155; phone (612) 296-

2385; fax (612) 297-2354.

The Salt Storage Handbook. Published by the Salt
Institute, this handbook provides guidelines for
storing and handling deicing salt, and offers advice
for planning or improving salt storage facilities. The
guide highlights the importance of good storage
practices to protect salt from the elements, preserve
the environment, and ensure salt availability through-
out the winter season.

Summary Report for Test and Evaluation Project
No. 11 - Ice Detection and Highway Weather
Information Systems. (FHWA-SA-93-053) This
report summarizes the results of a two-year project
participated in by eight state highway agencies to test
the usefulness of ice detection and highway weather
information systems.

Motor Grader and Snowplow Cutting Edge
Durability Study. (MN/RD-93-02) This study
evaluates and compares the performance, durability,
and cost-effectiveness of five types of cutting
edges-carbon, flame hardened, through hardened,
carbide insert, and a new treatment (austempered)-
for use on motor graders and snowplows.

Federal Highway Administration Technology
Applications Program. (FHWA-SA- 93-075) This
publication provides a current listing of all technol-
ogy transfer projects and an up-to-date status on the
activities within the project. The listing is updated
every six months to reflect the current status of
technology transfer projects.

SHRP Reports, sorted by product number; SHRP
Published Reports and Videos. These two docu-
ments list various SHRP reports and videos.

SHRP MATERIALS
The following SHRP publications and videos

can be obtained, unless otherwise noted, by

sending a check or money order to: Transporta-

tion Research Board, Box 289, Washington, DC

20055; phone (202) 334-3213 (publications); fax

(202) 334-2519.

Publications
Snow Fence Guide. (SHRP-H-320; $10) This

guide encourages the use of more cost-effective snow
fence technology by providing direction to mainte-
nance personnel on the design and placement of snow
fences.

Intelligent and Localized Weather Prediction.
(SHRP-H-333; $15) This 145-page publication
provides design details for establishing a 24-hour
weather prediction system for snow and ice control
operations in road maintenance. The system pro-
duces weather maps at six-hour intervals for meteoro-
logical users, or easy-to-read icons showing rain,
snow, temperature and wind conditions, laid on top of
detailed terrain and road network displays. Local
observations can be incorporated into some forecasts.

Eliminating or Minimizing Alkali-Silica Reactiv-
ity (SHRP-C-343; $15) and Handbook for the
Identification ofAlkali-Silica Reactivity in Highway
Structures. (SHRP-C-315; $10) These two publica-
tions result from SHRP research on Alkali-Silica
Reactivity (ASR), an often undetected problem
occurring in roads and bridges paved with portland
cement concrete. ASR weakens or degrades a
structure to the point where other factors, such as
traffic loads, bring on premature failure. The results
of SHRP's research into identifying ASR and
eliminating or minimizing its effects are reported.

SHRP Product Catalog. This free catalog is a key
overview of the many research results that have been
generated from SHRP. It presents over 100 research-
generated products grouped according to SHRP's
four main research areas: Highway Operations,
Concrete and Structures, Asphalt, and Pavement
Engineering. Products include new specifications,
tests, equipment, and reports. The catalog presents
short summaries of each product with a related color
photograph.

Putting New Highway Technology on the Road:
SHRP Implementation Program. (FHWA-SA-93-
081) This new document addresses the challenge of
implementing the research results of the five-year,

Hotline Answers Your ADA

The Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board (Access Board) has established
a toll-free hotline to answer questions on the
technical guidelines of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). Created by the Access
Board, the guidelines have been adopted as
standards for accessibility in transportation,
buildings, facilities, and vehicles.

Call (800) USA-ABLE between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. (CST), Monday through Friday, to speak to an
accessibility expert.

[Source: Vermont Local Roads News, Sept.
1993]

$150 million SHRP. The text describes some SHRP
products and how they are intended to be imple-
mented in strategically targeted problem areas where
states indicated they most needed improved technol-
ogy. Some of the targeted areas are high performance
asphalt, chloride corrosion of bridges, concrete
quality, pavement engineering analysis, pavement
maintenance, winter weather operations management,
and work zone safety. A videotape is also available.
Contact Martha Soneira of FHWA, (202) 366-8029.

Videos
Effective Snow Fence. (20 min.; tape no. 2; $10)

This 20-minute instructional video depicts the proper
placement, design, and implementation of snow
fences.

Snow and Ice Control. (13 min.; tape no. 20; $10)
This video presents snow and ice control techniques
developed by SHRP and their accompanying eco-
nomic, environmental, and safety benefits. The video
summarizes localized weather forecasting programs,
anti-icing techniques, and the use of snow fences and
snowplows of the future.

Plows of the Future. (8 min.; tape no. 21; $10)
This video describes the development and benefits of
the SHRP snowplow configurations, including the
reduced energy costs and improved safety features.

Evaluating Procedures for Deicing Chemicals.
(11 min.; tape no. 18; $10) This video describes 12
new tests to evaluate chemical deicers, their impor-
tance, and how to perform them. The companion
report is Handbook of Test Methods for Evaluating
Chemical Deicers.

Research Projects from page 5

tors as well as serving as a reference and an organizational
structure for the actual on-site inspection.

Low-Vibration Methods of Soil Compaction for Urban
Utility Projects (Phase 2)

Raymond Sterling, Underground Space Center Univ. of Minn.
Compaction of backfill in utility trenches affects road quality

during subsequent use. Vibratory compaction, the most common
method used, annoys occupants of neighboring buildings and
sometimes damages adjacent structures. This project is investi-
gating means of densifying a soil in-place without using energy
sources that result in significant transmitted vibrations from the
compaction site.

Modeling of the Freezing and Thawing of Soils and its
Applications to the Lifting of Sewers

Vaughan Voller; Dept. of Civil and Mineral Engineering, Univ.
of Minn.; Raymond Sterling, Underground Space Center; Univ. of
Minn.

The gradual lifting of shallow storm sewers and inlet leads due
to frost action can damage pavements and roadways. This
project is developing modeling capabilities and undertaking field
work to better understand the sewer lifting problem.

[Project information was provided by Paul Rowekamp,
research services engineer; Mn/DOT ]

Mark Your Calendar
IVHS Forum

An Intelligent Vehicle/Highway Systems (IVHS) Information Exchange Forum is
being held February 14 at the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport Hilton.

The forum will allow you to learn about the focus areas of IVHS, how IVHS affects
you, creative ways to fund local IVHS projects, how IVHS will impact the future of
travel, and how to create effective partnerships between the public and private sec-
tors and academia. Sponsors are Minnesota Guidestar, the U.S. DOT, IVHS
AMERICA, and CTS/IVHS Institute.

For more information contact Melanie Braun, (612) 282-2474.

FHWA Traffic Control Workshop
Mn/DOT and Minnesota T~2 are cosponsoring an FHWA Traffic Control Demonstra-

tion Project, May 31-June 2, in the Twin Cities. The project will allow participants.to
operate and evaluate most of the electronic traffic control technology and equipment
on the market today.

The project will consist of a two-day workshop and hands-on demonstration using
a 48-foot, fully equipped mobile display ' vehicle. The spring issue of the Exchange
will include full details.

If you have any questions or are interested in attending, please contact Steve
Misgen, fMn/DOT signal operations engineer, (612) 582-1072; fax (612) 582-1033.
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Workshop Report

s this issue reaches you, the Minnesota T2 Program will have completed one year of workshops and just begun the start of
another. This gives us the opportunity to reflect on our accomplishments and think ahead about possible changes.

Sne riecent rast
Since our last newsletter Minnesota T2 has held six

different workshops at eight locations:

* Controlling Salt Brine Runoff. Attendance
totalled 97 for two sessions in Brainerd and
Northfield.

* Methods for Equipment Purchasing. Forty-six
persons with a wide range of equipment responsi-
bility attended this Duluth workshop. Audience
participation-both questions and discussion
added to the prepared material.

* Hydraulic Design of Culverts. These sessions
attracted 33 persons in Grand Rapids and 50 in
Hutchinson. Both manual and computer methods
were discussed to illustrate the wide range of
design possibilities.

* Selected Topics in Traffic Engineering. The
North Central Section of the Institute of Transpor-
tation Engineers (NCITE) presented this workshop
in St. Cloud. About 35 persons spent the day
discussing traffic engineering solutions for work
zone and land access problems.

* Culvert Installation and Maintenance. Over 70
persons attended this makeup session in Bemidji.

* Metric Conversion in Construction. This work-
shop was presented at the Earle Brown Center in
St. Paul, via satellite broadcast from Madison,
Wis. Over 100 persons-a standing room
crowd-attended; a videotape has been purchased
for further showings as appropriate.

In addition, Minnesota T2 cosponsored a two-day

Needs Assessment

Mn/DOT's Merritt Linzie spoke at the "Bicycle and
Pedestrian Friendly Development" conference last fall.

conference in Hutchinson on "Bicycle and Pedestrian
Friendly Development" with several other organiza-
tions. Over 85 people participated.

The Past Year
Overall for 1993, Minnesota T2 presented 12

different workshops. Since a number of the work-
shops were presented at two or three locations, this
resulted in 25 individual workshop sessions. Total
attendance was approximately 1,330 persons.

Two encouragingrends emerged this past year.

First, there was increasing participation by Mn/DOT
staff as instructors, allowing Minnesota T2 to tap Mn/
DOT's expertise on technical matters. Second, an
increasing number of workshops were jointly
sponsored. One of our most useful T2 Program
activities is to facilitate and coordinate training
programs from various training providers.

The 1994 Program-and
Beyond

As this issue goes to press, the 1994 training
program is under development. One course-Gravel
Maintenance and Design-has been scheduled for
May 1-3. The three locations are not yet determined,
but the usual south, middle, and north spread will be
used. The instructors will be Ken Skorseth, field
services manager of the South Dakota T2 Center, and
Walter Leu, county engineer of Lake of the Woods
County. In addition, Minnesota T2 is cosponsoring
the "Northland How To" Conference on Work Zone
Control (see page 4), and the FHWA Traffic Control
Workshop (page 6).

Overall, we will follow the results of the needs
assessment, continuing some workshops with
modifications and enhancements, and offering new
programs in response to your comments to the needs
survey. The Exchange will keep you informed of all
details as they become available.

If you have any suggestions please call John
Ohm, (612) 827-0240. We appreciate your support
during 1993 and look forward to seeing you at our
workshops in 1994.

-John Ohm

from page 1

specific information needs are the
same. The Minnesota T2 Steering
Committee emphasized the importance
of distinguishing such differences in
learning needs among the groups
within the same topic area. For
example, a course in tort liability
would have a different emphasis for
engineers than for maintenance
personnel.

T2 Training Directions
So how is Minnesota T2 responding

to your feedback? To begin, we
examined the survey priorities against
the T2 workshops offered in 1993.
With ongoing enhancements and
adaptations, we plan to continue the
following T2 courses that the survey
results identified as priorities:

* Traffic Engineering Fundamentals
(NCITE)

* Snow and Ice Control
* Culvert Installation
* QM and Certified Plants
* Gravel Roads Maintenance:

Gravel design will be added.
* Traffic Signing and Control: Will

be replaced with a tort liability
workshop.

" Selected Topics in Traffic
Engineering (NCITE): Will
include accident analysis.

After examining which T2 courses to
continue, we developed a list of
potential new courses that address
training priorities not covered by

existing workshops. New workshops
to be considered as part of the Minne-
sota T2 Program include topics such as
metric conversion, erosion control/turf
establishment, geotextiles, work zone
safety, roadside maintenance, and
pavement management. These
training directions were approved by
the T2 Steering Committee at its
December meeting.

Although the needs survey assisted
T2 staff in identifying the program's
training directions for new courses to
be developed, it is also important that
we understand more about the specific
knowledge and skills needed-
information a survey cannot adequately
provide. Therefore, focus groups, a
small sampling of the respondents
expressing the training need, will meet
to define the content more clearly for
each new course.

Many training providers beyond the
Minnesota T 2 Program-Mn/DOT,
FHWA, industry and professional
associations, and consultant groups-
help meet Minnesota's local transporta-
tion agencies' training needs. To
reduce duplication of effort and make
the best use of limited resources, we
hope to coordinate the T2 training
efforts with the various providers.
Such coordination often is in the form
of partnerships and cosponsorships,
which will continue to be a growing
characteristic of the Minnesota T2

Program.
Finally, when considering the overall

role of the Minnesota T2 Program in
training transportation personnel, some
of the answers to our needs survey

involved equipping employees for day-
to-day job performance. It is the
intention of the T2 Program to focus on
transferring technology to enhance an
existing employee knowledge base and
job performance, rather than providing
basic job training-the employing
agency's responsibility. We will
continue to consider a broad range of
training activities that either the T2

Program can provide directly or that
we can coordinate with other training
providers.

If you would like a copy of the
needs study final report or if you have
further questions about the study's
content, please contact John Ohrn,
(612) 827-0240.

-John Ohm and Cheri Trenda

T2 Committee Chair
Announces Retirement
As they say, all good things must sometime come to an end.

Dennis Carlson, assistant commissioner of Mn/DOTs State
Aid for Local Transportation Division, announced his plans to retire
after contributing over 36 years to Minnesota's transportation
community.

As chair of the Minnesota T2 Program Steering Committee,
Dennis uniquely contributed broad experience from both the state
and local transportation perspective. His leadership clearly re-
fleoted his support and enthusiasm for the Minnesota T Program;
such support and dedication were critical during the formative stage
of the program's first year.
On a more personal note, Dennis was a supportive mentor to me

as I faced the challenges of creating a new program serving local
government. As diverse as his time demands were, he made
himself available-no question was too insignificant, no phone call
or meeting too much of an inconvenience. I am grateful to have had
the opportunity to know and to work with Dennis.

The T2 staff, together with the T2 Program Steering Committee
members, extend our support and best wishes to Dennis in this
exciting transition.

-Cheri Trenda
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TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE.

DAT T OAOO A

Ja.2 iin AgrgtsLucen~tnxa,815ln.t ~:0pm

Jan. 20 Meridian Aggregates Luncheon Seminar, 8:15 a.m. to 3:00p.m.
(covering gravel roads, concrete, asphalt, sealcoating)

Jan. 25-28 Minnesota County Engineers Association Annual Meeting

Jan. 26-28 National Highway Institute (NHI) Course;
Apr. 12-15 "Statewide Highway Planning Procedures"

(a listing of other NHI courses is also available)

Feb. 2 Traffic Control Seminar: "A Traffic Plan to Live By"
Feb. 7
Feb. 23
Feb. 24
Feb. 28
Mar. 2
Mar. 16
Mar. 22
Mar. 28 (low-speed highways)
Mar. 29 (high-speed highways)

Feb. 14 IVHS Information Exchange Forum

Feb. 27-Mar. 2 National Association of County Engineers Conference

Mar. 8-9 "Northland How To" Conference on Work Zone Control

Mar. 9-10 Asphalt Contractors Workshop

Mar, 14
Mar. 15
Mar. 16
Mar. 17
Mar. I8

Township Officers Short Course

Mar. 16-17 Concrete Paving Seminar

Apr. 6

Apr. 7
Apr. 12
Apr. 20
Apr. 21

Apr. 27

May 4
May 5

League of Minnesota Cities Safety and Loss Control Workshops

Apr. 17-20 North American Snow Conference

May 1-3 Minnesota T Workshop: "Gravel Maintenance a~und Design"

May 12-13 CTS Fifth Annual Transportation Research Conference

95th Club, Granite Falls, MN

Cragun's Conference Center, Brainerd, MN

Ames, IA
Madison, WI

Best Western, Marshall, MN
Sawmill Inn, Grand Rapids, MN
Holiday Inn, Mankato, MN
Best Western, Rochester, MN
Holiday Inn, St. Cloud, MN
Holiday Inn, Brainerd, MN
Northland Inn, Crookston, MN
Radisson Inn, Duluth, MN
Radisson South, Minneapolis, MN
Radisson South, Minneapolis, MN

Airport Hilton, Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN

Sparks, NV

Civic Auditorium, Fargo, ND

Northland Inn, Brooklyn Park, MN

St. Mary's College, Winona, MN
Holiday Inn South, Rochester, MN
Western Inn, Owatonna, MN
Orchid Inn, Sleepy Eye, MN
Southwest State Univ., Marshall, MN

Breezy Point, Brainerd, MN

Sunwood Inn, Morris, MN
Civic Center, St. Cloud, MN
Mil own taukee. er WI St.
Northland Lodge, Crookston, MN
Kahler Park Hotel, Hibbing, MN
Sheraton Park Place, Minneapolis, MN
Marshall Inn, MarshallMN
Holiday Inn, Austin, MN

Milwaukee, WI

To be determined

Sheraton Park Place, Minneapolis, MN

YMQ, (612) 564-2125

Sandy Servatius, (612) 296-3124

George Jones, (703) 285-2776

Warning Lites, (612) 521-4200

Melanie Braun, (612) 282-2474

NACE, (202) 393-5041

Bruce Taralson, ATSSA, (701)
282-2110

Sandy Servatius, (612) 296-3124

MN Association of Townships,
(612) 497-2330

Sandy Servatius, (612) 296-3124

Lynda Woulfe, (612) 490-5600

APWA, (816) 472-6100

Bev Ringsak, (612) 625-6689

Catherine Ploetz, (612) 626-2259

------------------ ~----------------I

SReader Response
Please help the Exchange become more effective by filling out this form and returning it to:

Minnesota T2 Program, Center for Transportation Studies
110 Civil and Mineral Engineering Bldg., 500 Pillsbury Dr. S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

The following is a(n) addition change deletion

Name

Title/Organization

Employment
County

- Supplier
Vendor

_ City
Contractor
Other

_ Township
Consultant

Mn/DOT

Address

Phone/Fax

Minnesota T2 to Hire
Program Coordinator

innesota T2 is seeking a program
coordinator. The successful candidate

will work closely with Minnesota's transporta-
tion community-federal, state, and local
agencies; education institutions; consultants;
professional associations; and industry
groups-to provide and coordinate technology
transfer services for local transportation
agency personnel. Duties will include
designing and developing T2 programs such as
workshops, information services, publications,
and technical assistance and referral.

The position is an academic staff position
reporting to Cheri Trenda. Applications are
due February 15. To obtain a copy of the
position description call CTS, (612) 626-1077.

My suggestion for a local innovation to report on is:

My question for the Q & A column is:

My idea, comment, or suggestion is:

Please send me information on:
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INCITE Wins Award
ongratulations to the North Central Section
of the Institute of Transportation Engineers

(NCITE), this year's winner of the Section
Technical Award. At the recent international
meeting in The Hague, Netherlands, NCITE was
presented the award for a paper titled
"Recommended Practice for Reconciling Small
Area and Regional Travel Forecasting in the Twin
Cities Metropolitan Area." The award is granted
in recognition of outstanding technical activity at
the section level.


